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MK93 MOD 2 & 4
The MK93 machine gun mount accepts the M2
series .50 caliber machine gun and the MK19
MOD3 40mm grenade launcher. This is a buffered
mounting system and is commonly used in
conjunction with the Universal Pintle Adapter
(UPA), and Traverse and Elevation Mechanism
(T&E). Adapters are also available to enable
the MK93 to accept M240/M249 and M60 series
weapons.

Material Options:
Finish:
Ammunition Can Options:

MOD 2 – 4130 Alloy Steel
MOD 4 – 304 Stainless Steel
MILSPEC powder coat or CARC

. .50 caliber ammo can holder

(100 & 250 round ammunition cans)

. 40mm ammo can holder

(Universal 32 & 48 round cans)

. M60 ammo can adapter (200 rounds)
. M240 ammo can adapter (200 rounds)
Shield Availability:

Ballistic Steel or Lightweight Composite
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MK38 PEDESTAL MOUNT

M157 BUFFERLESS GUN MOUNT

Designed to accept all weapon mounts with a standard Navy or Army pintle, the MK38 can be
used as a basis for the integration of a wide variety of weapon systems. Ideal for ECP, vehicle
and maritime applications, this mount can be used with or without the exterior support legs,
depending on application and weapon system.

The M157 is a bufferless gun mount and is for use with the
M2HB/M2A1/M2A2 series .50 caliber machine guns, as well as
the MK19 40mm grenade launcher. With optional adapters, the
M60 series, M240 and M249 machine gun variants can also
be used.

Built to withstand the rigors of sustained maritime and ground vehicle operations, the MK38 is
constructed to survive a wide spectrum of abuse.
The MK38 attaches directly onto a vessel, any suitable horizontal vehicle, or a land superstructure. May include a train stop attachment.
It can also be custom manufactured to your required height to support alternative mounting
positions.

Weight:

75 lbs. (34 kg), approx.

Standard Height:

38” (96.5 cm), approx.

Material:

1020 Series Alloy Steel

Finish:

MILSPEC powder coat or CARC

Traverse:

360 degrees or set stops with attachment

Elevation/Depression:

+/- 80° (depending on application and
mount system installed)

Weapon Compatibility:

M60, M240/MAG58, MK48, M249/MK46,
M2HB/M2A1/M2A2, DShK, PKM and MK19
series machine guns and grenade launchers

Ready Use Ammunition Capacity:

Up to 500 rounds in large ammunition can
configurations

MK38

The M157 provides reduced weight and increased weapon
reliability through a “bufferless” design, which mitigates
mount-induced harmonic interference, given a recoil-operated
weapon system.
Material Options:

4130 Alloy Steel or 304 Stainless Steel

Finish:

MILSPEC powder coat or CARC

Ammunition Can Options:

. .50 caliber ammo can holder

(100 & 250 round ammunition cans)

. 40mm ammo can holder
.
Shield Availability:

(Universal 32 & 48 round cans)
M60 ammo can adapter (200 rounds)

MK97 MOD 0 GUN
MOUNT ASSEMBLY
The MK97 machine gun mount accepts the M240 or
M249 series machine guns. It can be installed on a
standard MK16 MOD8 or MOD9 stand assemblies,
MK38 fixed or adjustable mount, or various other
vehicle, swing arm, and boat mounting sockets.
The ammunition can holder is integrated and holds
NATO standard 200 round 7.62mm ammunition cans.
Available with large/small pintle for use in all standard
US Military/NATO pintle sockets.

Material Options:

4130 Alloy Steel or 304 Stainless Steel

Finish:

MILSPEC powder coat or CARC

Shield Availability:

Ballistic Steel or Lightweight Composite

Ballistic Steel or Lightweight Composite

GUNNER SHIELDS
All mounts are available with integrated armor shields for
protection to the weapon system and gunner. Various options
include high hard steel armor, ultra high hard, lightweight
composite armor, QCB compatibility, patented see-through
variants, and custom sizes/configurations.
Includes shield brackets for attachment, which are engineered
to sustain loading from dynamic mobile applications.
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